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Abstract

We analyze cyclical co-movement in credit, house prices, equity prices, and long-
term interest rates across 17 advanced economies. Using a time-varying multi-level
dynamic factor model and more than 130 years of data, we analyze the dynamics of
co-movement at different levels of aggregation and compare recent developments to
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the Great Depression. We find that joint global dynamics across various financial
quantities and prices as well as variable-specific global co-movements are important to
explain fluctuations in the data. From a historical perspective, global co-movement
in financial variables is not a new phenomenon, but its importance has increased
for some variables since the 1980s. For equity prices, global cycles play currently
a historically unprecedented role, explaining more than half of the fluctuations in
the data. Global cycles in credit and housing have become much more pronounced
and longer, but their importance in explaining dynamics has only increased for some
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1 Introduction

Today’s financial system is global. Banks and investment funds operate across borders and

trade on international wholesale and bond markets (Kollmann et al., 2011; Kalemli-Ozcan

et al., 2013). While such internationalization has brought many advantages in terms of

risk diversification and an efficient flow of funds, the 2008 global financial crisis illustrated

major risks. As such, credit and various financial asset classes can exhibit joint boom-bust

episodes, with potentially severe repercussions on the real economy (Iacoviello, 2015; Jordà

et al., 2015a,b; Menden and Prõano, 2017). In view of financial integration, fluctuations in

financial quantities and prices also display a strong degree of commonality across advanced

countries, such that financial fluctuations can quickly take a global dimension (Eickmeier

and Hofmann, 2013).

Since the 2008 global financial crisis, a literature on the estimation of global financial co-

movement has developed. Helbling et al. (2011), Hirata et al. (2012), Miranda-Agrippino

and Rey (2015) and European Central Bank (2018) find a strong and recently increasing

role of global co-movement for financial variables. Recent papers, however, question the

quantitative importance of the global financial cycle (Cerutti et al., 2017b), its increased

role over time (International Monetary Fund, 2017), or find evidence only for asset-specific

global cycles rather than a joint global financial cycle (Ha et al., 2017). The inconclusive

empirical evidence on global financial co-movements might relate to two facts. First, ex-

isting studies focus on rather short samples of 25 to 40 years. However, financial cycles

have a low frequency (Claessens et al., 2012; Borio, 2014; Rünstler and Vlekke, 2018) and

boom-bust episodes are rare events, such that the consideration of a long sample period

can be critical. Second, there is no consensus yet regarding which financial aggregates

are relevant measures of global financial cycles. The existing studies differ in this regard:

some look at risky equity returns only, or at credit and different asset prices individually,

others consider composite indices of financial conditions, and yet others look at capital

flows. However, joint global co-movement across financial sectors might go hand in hand

with sector-specific global dynamics, while potentially evolving differently over time.

Against this background, we analyze cyclical co-movement in credit, house prices, equity

prices and interest rates across 17 advanced economies based on a Bayesian multi-level

dynamic factor model that allows for time variation in factor loadings and for stochastic

volatility. We use over 130 years of data from the Macrohistory Database of Jordà et al.

(2017) and Knoll et al. (2017). The sample covers more than 50% of world GDP over

the sample period. The model decomposes the cyclical fluctuations in financial variables

into global factors capturing the common dynamics across countries and variables and into

idiosyncratic components specific to each time series.

We investigate two main research questions. First, what are the main characteristics of

global financial cycles: what types of cycles are there and what are their cyclical properties?
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Second, how relevant is global financial co-movement from a historical perspective in terms

of explaining fluctuations in the data?

Two aspects of our modeling approach are central to address these questions. First, the

multi-level factor structure incorporates global co-movement at different levels of aggrega-

tion and thus enhances a comprehensive picture of global financial cycles. A financial factor

captures global dynamics across credit and various asset prices jointly, and is thus closely

related to what is referred to as the “global financial cycle” by Rey (2015). Beyond that,

we include factors that capture global dynamics specific to credit, each type of asset prices,

and GDP, respectively, and we control for global linkages between financial variables and

GDP. Second, the very long sample period allows to compare recurrent cycles over time,

even though financial boom-bust episodes are rare events. To our knowledge, we are the

first ones to incorporate gradual time-variation—with respect to the factor loadings and

the variances of shocks—in the analysis of global financial cycles, instead of merely com-

paring sub-samples. Our sample starts with the “first era of financial globalization” prior

to World War I: a period characterized by increasing shares of lending and cross-border

capital flows relative to GDP (Schularick and Taylor, 2012; Reinhart et al., 2016; Knoll

et al., 2017). We also compare two large-scale global financial turmoils and the subsequent

recessions: the Great Depression and the Great Recession.

Regarding the first research question, we find evidence for global co-movement at dif-

ferent levels of aggregation, and that the estimated factors trace historic events well. There

is a global financial factor capturing joint co-movement between credit, asset prices and

interest rates. This factor displays both high and medium frequency fluctuations, but pro-

tracted cycles of 8 to 16 years have gained importance in recent decades. Beyond that,

there is a global credit cycle and a global house price cycle that became more prolonged

and ample since the 1970s reaching a length of about 15 years, as well as a global equity

price cycle of a length of 3 to 5 years. Furthermore, there is a global GDP factor that shows

cycles of 2 to 8 years, but also some more protracted fluctuations. We find evidence for a

global macro-financial factor, but the size of macro-financial shocks declined over time.

Regarding the second question, we find that on average global co-movement explains

large, but not predominant shares of fluctuations in financial aggregates. For equity prices,

the picture is special: the role of global factors increased steadily and strongly over the

historical time span in all economies that we consider; today, more than half of equity

price fluctuations are due to global dynamics. This result reflects larger global equity price

shocks as well as an increased dependence of most equity prices series on global shocks.

For the other financial aggregates, the role of global co-movement is on average smaller and

not a new phenomenon from a historical perspective. However, for credit and house prices,

there are pronounced differences across countries: the susceptibility to global dynamics

increased in the UK, the US and in Nordic European countries, but remained constant or

declined in most other considered countries. Finally, the global GDP factor today explains
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an unprecedented share of 40 percent of GDP fluctuations on average across countries.

The presence of financial cycles implies new trade-offs for policy makers, in particular

if such cycles have a global dimension. Central banks might need to weigh price stability

against financial stability (Borio et al., 2018) and domestic monetary policy objectives

against cross-country spillover effects (Bruno and Shin, 2015; Obstfeld, 2015; Cesa-Bianchi

et al., 2018). At the extreme, domestic financial conditions might be driven by a global

financial cycle and by monetary policy in center economies, outweighing the role of do-

mestic fundamentals (Rey, 2015; Bruno and Shin, 2015a; Cerutti et al., 2017a). This

potentially calls for internationally coordinated macroprudential policy, financial regula-

tion and monetary policy (Rajan, 2015; Cecchetti and Tucker, 2016; Gopinath, 2017). The

findings from this paper regarding the cyclical characteristics and the importance of global

financial co-movement contribute to a thorough understanding of the nature of global fi-

nancial fluctuations. They imply that both composite indices and individual financial

sectors should be carefully monitored by policy makers. The role of global dynamics is

most pronounced in equity markets, but for a subgroup of financially open countries the

role of global dynamics for credit and house prices has been high for the last 40 years, too.

When such dynamics in asset prices and credit occur simultaneously—as captured by the

aggregate financial factor—leverage and therefore risks to financial stability might increase

substantially (Jordà et al., 2015b).

There are few papers using long historical samples to analyze global co-movement of

financial variables that are closely related to our analysis, but differ with respect to the

financial variables considered and the method used. Jordà et al. (2019) analyse global asset-

specific co-movement, but do not consider a joint global financial cycle across different

financial variables. They use averaged bilateral cross-country correlations and focus in

particular on the increased co-movement of equity prices since the 1990s. Bekaert and

Mehl (2017) use a factor model, but their analysis is restricted to global co-movement of

equity returns. Finally, Meller and Metiu (2017) study global co-movement of credit using

bilateral cross-country correlations.

We confirm the results from Jordà et al. (2019) and Bekaert and Mehl (2017) of an

increasing role of global dynamics for equity prices: we find that this holds for all coun-

tries in our sample and is in this sense a truly global phenomenon. Going beyond the

previous findings, we observe protracted and ample common cycles for credit and house

prices in recent decades. We cannot confirm that the role of global factors in explaining

credit and house price fluctuations increased globally. Instead, we observe an increased

importance of co-movement only for a sub-group of financially open economies including

the US and the UK.1 Hence, a country’s susceptibility to global forces might depend on

1The difference in results to Jordà et al. (2019) is related to the modeling approach: when using bilateral
correlations, we find results that are very similar to theirs. The dynamic factor model is advantageous in
several dimensions: it provides direct estimates of common dynamics across many countries simultaneously,
allows to describe the cyclical properties of co-movement both across and within financial sectors, directly
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institutional characteristics and the interconnectedness of the financial system. Accord-

ing to our results, global linkages across financial aggregates, i.e. linkages between credit,

housing and equity markets, have gained relevance in more financially open countries,

and this might make them particularly reactive to global developments. Understanding

cross-country heterogeneity is therefore important when thinking about the coordination

of financial stabilization policies across countries and sectors.

At the same time, any study using long, historical data faces limitations regarding

the data quality and its comparability over time. We take these challenges seriously by

documenting our treatment of the data carefully, and by using a flexible model that we

believe can partially alleviate data issues. The Bayesian estimation approach allows to

exploit the long data set, while controlling for changes in the amount of noise in the data,

without using unreliable data during the World War years or overly distorting results by

interpolating missing data points. We use the dynamic factor model to provide a detailed

description of historical patterns that is useful to understand global financial co-movement

today. However, for the time being, we refrain from additionally identifying structural

drivers behind historical global dynamics, given that such an exercise faces even harsher

limitations related to historical data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the historical

data set and shows stylized facts on historical global financial co-movement. Section 3

describes the time-varying dynamic factor model with a multi-level factor structure and

section 4 presents the results and discusses some robustness checks. Section 5 concludes.

2 Data and Descriptive Statistics

We use annual data on GDP, credit, house prices, equity prices, and long-term interest

rates for 17 advanced economies from 1880 to 2013. The data are taken from the Jordà-

Schularick-Taylor Macrohistory Database.2 Nominal variables are deflated with CPI. We

include data for 17 countries for each of these variables, except for house prices, for which

we include data for 14 countries only, because of limited data availability.3 Overall, 82

time series are included in the model.

We take logs of all time series except of interest rates, and we take first differences of

all series. Since the differenced series show long-run trends, particularly during the 1950s

determines to which extent global dynamics are relevant for individual economies and explicitly models
time-variation through the model parameters

2The authors compiled the data set based on a broad range of historical sources and publications of
statistical offices and central banks. For details regarding the data sources and the construction of the
data series, we refer to the online appendix published on the website.

3Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK and the US. We do not include house price data for
Spain, Italy and Portugal because these series are only available from the 1970s or late 1980s onwards.
However, we do run a specification including these countries. Although the higher number of missing
values makes the estimation less stable, our results remain very similar.
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and 1960s, we compute deviations from centered moving averages of ± 8 years.4

2.1 World Wars and Missing Values

The historical data pose various challenges for the empirical analysis that we need to take

into account prior to estimation as well as when interpreting the results.

First, our sample period includes the two World Wars from 1914 to 1918 and from

1939 to 1945. During these years and the first years after the wars, many data points are

missing and available data show strong fluctuations. These reflect the extreme economic

environment of war, but also the fact that a precise collection of statistical data was

most likely not a priority for many countries during the wars. At the same time, such

large short-run fluctuations are very hard to grasp econometrically. Although the dynamic

factor model allows for gradual variation of shock variances, strong outliers can distort the

results for the periods which we are actually interested in—the early era of globalization

up to 1913, the Great Depression and the post-war period. Therefore, we opt for excluding

the war periods from our analysis. We do so by setting all observations for the years 1914

to 1922 and 1939 to 1947 (overall 18 years) to missing values, which leaves 116 usable years

in our sample. In addition, we identify a few remaining outliers in line with the approach

by Stock and Watson (2005), and we also replace them by missing values.5

Second, apart from the observations that we set to be unknown manually, the financial

variables from the Macrohistory database show missing values for some countries and

periods, mostly at the beginning of the historical sample.6 Table 1 shows summary statistics

regarding the total number of observations and the number of missing values for each of the

financial variables. After excluding the World War periods, the number of missing values

is relatively small: for credit, 5 percent of total observations across countries are missing,

for house prices and equity prices about 10 percent of observations are missing, and for

long-term interest rates there are only a few missing data points. About 85 percent of all

missing values are clustered at the beginning of the sample between 1880 and 1913. More

than 10 percent of credit observations and almost 30 percent of house price and equity price

observations, respectively, are missing during this sub-period.7 Hence, the large share of

4The approach closely corresponds to the one applied in Stock and Watson (2012). Endpoints are
handled by truncating the moving average and renormalizing the weights to sum to one.

5The method consists in replacing values of the log differenced variables which deviate by more than
z times the interquartile range from the median of the respective series. Given that fluctuations in the
historical data set are larger than in standard macroeconomic data, we set z = 7, whereas Stock and
Watson (2005) and Eickmeier et al. (2014) used z = 3 and Barigozzi et al. (2014) used z = 6. Moreover,
instead of replacing such large outliers by median values, we take a more agnostic approach and consider
these observations as unknown. Our approach removes overall 27 observations, mostly around the World
Wars, but keeps other rather large fluctuations such as those around 1929.

6The Macrohistory database includes data from 1870 onwards, but for the first decade the number
of missing observations is much larger than for the subsequent period. We therefore use data from 1880
onwards to limit the number of missing values.

7Figures A1 to A5 in the appendix show the transformed series for all countries over the entire period,
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missing data during the early period implies that we can learn less from the data during

this period, and that our global factors refer to only a sub-set of countries for the early

sub-period. Also, the comparability of the data across countries is likely to be weaker in

the early period.8

Table 1: Data summary statistics.

Credit House prices Equity prices Long-term
rates

Number of countries included 17 14 17 17

Total sample, 1880 to 2013
Total observations (130 years) 2278 1876 2278 2278
Total observations, excl.
WWs (116 years)

1972 1624 1972 1972

No. missing values 85 168 175 5
No. outliers set to missing 6 6 5 10
Share missings / total obser-
vations (excl. WWs)

4.6% 10.7% 9.1% 0.8%

Early era of globalization, 1880 to 1913
No. observations (34 years) 578 476 578 578
No. missing values 78 143 167 1
Share missings / observations 13.5% 30.0% 28.7% 0.2%
Share missings 1880-1913 /
total missings

85.7% 82.2% 92.8% 6.7%

Notes: Data from the Macrohistory Database. Numbers of missing values do not include periods 1914-1922 to 1939-1947
(World War years). There are no missing values for GDP and CPI (17 countries and 1972 observations, respectively).

By taking a historical perspective, we cannot avoid making concessions regarding the

quality and cross-country comparability of the data. At the same time, challenges regard-

ing data quality also underline the need for using a flexible model that can account for

missing values beyond simple interpolation as well as for variation in the volatility in the

data. Within the Bayesian estimation approach, missing data points are sampled using

the Kalman filter within the Gibbs sampling algorithm, and data points for the World War

years are not used to update the prior. In addition, the time varying parameters can im-

plicitly capture changes in the volatility of individual time series (stochastic volatilities in

idiosyncratic components) or across many series (stochastic volatilities of variable-specific

also including the World War years that were not used in the estimation, and the periods with missing
values. For equity prices, the majority of missing data points at the beginning of the sample refer to
smaller economies. For house price and credit, data before 1900 are also missing for larger economies such
as the UK (house prices) or France and Spain (credit). The figures also show that many financial series
show large fluctuations and spikes during the excluded World War years.

8As such, the Macrohistory database mostly relies on national sources for financial data, and for many
countries changing national sources over time, during the first part of the sample (Jordà et al., 2017).
By contrast, for the post-war period international sources such as the International Monetary Fund or
the OECD are used much more broadly. For house price series, variations in the data sources might be
particularly relevant for the quality of the data during the early period, as more sources refer to urban
(instead of nationwide) prices and as methodologies to measure prices differ across sources (sale prices in
the market, listing prices, appraised values) (Knoll et al., 2017).
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or aggregate factors) that stem not only from structural economic changes, but also from

changes in data quality.

2.2 Descriptive Statistics on Historical Financial Co-Movement

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for the time series included in the analysis, i.e. (log)

differenced, detrended and standardized series. Means and standard deviations are shown

for five sub-periods representing the “early era of financial globalization” (1880-1913), the

inter-war period (1923-1938), the post-war period (1948-1983) and two sub-samples since

the Great Moderation (1984-1998, 1999-2013). There are large changes in the level and

the volatility over time calling for a flexible model allowing for stochastic volatility. The

means of most variables show pronounced drops during the period covering the 1929 stock

market crash and the Great Depression in the 1930s; for equity prices and GDP we also

see declines during the most recent period that includes the Great Recession. Standard

deviations for most series are higher during the early sub-periods, with the exception of

equity prices, for which volatility is largest in the most recent sample.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Mean (Standard Deviation)

Credit Housing Equity Int. Rate GDP

1880-1913 0.04 (0.9) -0.03 (1.1) -0.06 (0.5) 0.01 (1.1) 0.04 (0.9)
1923-1938 -0.37 (1.2) -0.14 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0) -0.15 (1.4) -0.27 (1.5)
1948-1983 0.15 (0.9) 0.04 (1.0) -0.08 (1.1) 0.05 (0.9) 0.21 (0.8)
1984-1998 -0.07 (0.9) -0.10 (0.8) 0.37 (1.0) -0.01 (0.4) -0.1 (0.6)
1999-2013 -0.04 (0.7) 0.14 (0.7) -0.16 (1.2) -0.04 (0.3) -0.14 (0.7)

Total 0 (1) 0 (1) 0 (1) 0 (1) 0 (1)

Notes: Means and standard deviations (in brackets) of the variables used for factor analysis, averaged over 17 countries (14
for house prices) and sub-samples. The data were transformed to growth rates or differences (for long-term interest rates),
detrended based on a ± 8 years centered moving window, and standardized.

Next, we have a look at measures of cross-country co-variation in the data based on

averaged bilateral cross-country correlations.9 Table 3 shows these measures with respect

to each variable separately, the four financial variables jointly (column “Finance”), and

all five variables jointly, i.e. financial variables and GDP (column “All”). This gives us

a first indication of the size of cross-country co-movements for each variable and across

variables, and we can check for potential differences over time based on simple sub-sample

comparisons. In the computation of these measures, we have to deal with missing values

outside of the Gibbs sampler, and we extra- and interpolate missing values linearly. Results

are similar when we exclude the countries with missing data.

Variable-specific correlations increase strongly over time, but those for interest rates

and equity prices also show a “swoosh” shape, being highest in the inter-war sub-sample

9We have also computed descriptive statistics based on static principal components that are available
upon request.
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and in the most recent sub-sample. Correlation levels between all four financial variables

and between the four financial variables and GDP are overall rather small; they increase

slightly over time until the end of the 1990s and roughly double during the most recent

sub-sample. This provides a first indication that the role of a global financial cycle and a

macro-financial cycle might have increased in recent years.

Table 3: Average Bilateral Correlations Across Countries

Credit Housing Equity Int. Rate GDP Finance All

1880-1913 0.05 0.00 0.11 0.13 0.03 0.03 0.02
1923-1938 0.17 0.03 0.36 0.35 0.19 0.06 0.05
1948-1983 0.14 0.04 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.07 0.07
1984-1998 0.33 0.28 0.30 0.22 0.35 0.09 0.13
1999-2013 0.37 0.16 0.51 0.49 0.57 0.19 0.19

Total 0.18 0.07 0.32 0.23 0.23 0.08 0.07

Notes: The first five columns refer to bilateral correlations corresponding to each of the five variables, respectively. The two
last columns refer to average bilateral correlations across the four financial variables (“Finance”) and across all five variables
(“All”), respectively. Missing values were linearly extra- and interpolated.

However, results for these simple measures might draw an incomplete picture. Bilateral

correlation measures do not account for co-movement across many countries simultaneously.

In addition, the correlations from each variable are not conditioned on each other and thus

might capture spurious co-movement. Indeed, global co-movement jointly across variables

appears much smaller than variable-specific co-movement according to these measures.

Further, the sub-sample results need to be taken with much caution given that they are

based on short time periods and might thus be estimated imprecisely and might overstate

the degree of co-movement. Indeed, the measures show a rather low co-movement over the

total period compared to the sub-sample results. Also extra- and interpolation of missing

values might bias the results. The dynamic factor model will address these issues via the

multi-level factor structure and by exploiting the full sample period while sampling missing

values and while allowing for time-variation through the parameters.

3 Methodology

To address time-variation over the long period carefully and to model global co-movement

at different levels of aggregation, we estimate a dynamic factor model (DFM) with time-

varying factor loadings and stochastic volatility, following the methodology developed in

Del Negro and Otrok (2008) and applied in Ritschl et al. (2016). We first introduce the

model abstracting from the multi-level factor structure which we explain afterwards.

A panel of time series is described in terms of a small set of dynamic factors, repre-

senting unobserved components that affect all time series jointly, and in terms of dynamic

idiosyncratic components, specific to each time series. The time series relate to the factors
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and idiosyncratic components via the observation equation:

Yt = ΛtFt + Ut, (1)

where Λt is a n × k matrix of time-dependent loadings which relate the n time series Yt

to the K common factors Ft = [f1,t, ..., fK,t] for t = 1, ..., T and Ut = [u1,t, ..., un,t] are the

idiosyncratic components.

The factors and idiosyncratic components follow autoregressive processes of order q and

p, respectively:

Ft = ΦFt−1 + eH
f
t ξt, (2)

Ut = ΘUt−1 + eH
u
t χt, (3)

where Φ and Θ are block-diagonal polynomials of order q and p, respectively, and ξt ∼
N(0K×1, IK×K) and χt ∼ N(0n×1, In×n). Hence, the factors are assumed to be orthogonal to

each other and not to affect each other at lags.10 The idiosyncratic components are assumed

to be independent across time series so that all co-movement in the data is captured by

the common factors. For the lag length we choose q = 8 and p = 1 following Ritschl et al.

(2016).11

The log volatilities of the K factors and of the n idiosyncratic components follow drift-

less random walks:

Ht = Ht−1 + ηt, (4)

where Ht are the K + n log volatilities with ηt ∼ N(0(K+n)×1,Ωη) and Ωη =

diag(σ2
η1, ..., σ

2
ηK , σ

2
ηK+1, ..., σ

2
ηK+n). The variances σ2

η1, ..., σ
2
ηK correspond to the volatilities

of factors, and σ2
ηK+1, ..., σ

2
ηK+n correspond to the volatilities of idiosyncratic components,

and all volatilities are assumed to be independent from each other.

Also the n×K factor loadings are assumed to follow driftless random walks:

Λt = Λt−1 + εt, (5)

where εt ∼ N(0n×K ,Ωε) and Ωε = diag(σ2
ε1, ..., σ

2
ε(n×K)). The loadings are thus independent

across time-series i, which is an identifying assumption. It implies that, while both factors

and loadings vary over time, only factors capture the dynamics in the comovement among

10This is a typical assumption in the literature, see for instance Banbura et al. (2013) and Miranda-
Agrippino and Rey (2015), and it significantly reduces the number of parameters to be estimated compared
to a model with unrestricted spillover effects across factors. The identification of factors is not affected
by restricting the spillovers among them to zero. Ha et al. (2017) extend a linear DFM for dependencies
between selected macro and financial factors in order to model macro-financial spillovers, but without
allowing for a common macro-financial factor. Within the time-varying framework, we leave such an
analysis for future research and focus on the contemporaneous co-movements via factors.

11The number of lags of the idiosyncratic components process is kept small in order to perform quasi-
differencing in a straightforward manner, as it is typically done in the literature (Del Negro and Otrok,
2008; Miranda-Agrippino and Rey, 2015; Ha et al., 2017).
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the series.

Additional identification restrictions are needed to resolve indeterminacy in the dynamic

factor model. On the one hand, the relative scale of the factors and loadings is indetermi-

nate, because the likelihood stays the same if we multiply the loadings by a factor a and

divide the factors by a, while adjusting their log volatility accordingly. We address the

scale indeterminacy by fixing the initial values of the log volatilities to hj,0 = 0, following

Del Negro and Otrok (2008). On the other hand, the sign of the factors and the loadings is

indeterminate, because the likelihood stays the same if we multiply both by -1. We address

the sign indeterminacy by restricting the signs of one of the loadings of each factor to be

positive. In particular, for each factor, we restrict the variable which exhibits the highest

correlation with the starting value of the factor, and whose loadings are not restricted to

zero due to the hierarchical factor structure, to load positively on that factor.12

3.1 Multi-Level Hierarchical Structure

In the baseline specification, we include data on GDP growth and four financial series.

We thus require a factor model which is able to account for potential common dynamics

between real and financial aggregates, between different financial aggregates, and for indi-

vidual aggregates across countries. For this purpose, we apply a hierarchical structure to

the loadings matrix of the dynamic factor model, as in Kose et al. (2003, 2012), Breitung

and Eickmeier (2016) and Ha et al. (2017). We first define a global macro-financial fac-

tor. This factor represents co-movement which is present in all time series in the data set,

and, most importantly, it accounts for linkages between the real side, represented by GDP

growth, and the financial side. Second, we define a global financial factor which captures

common shocks driving all financial variables across all countries in the data set. Finally,

for each variable we include a variable-specific factor which captures co-movement across

countries that is specific to the respective variable.13

12Results stay roughly similar when instead, for each factor, the loadings of one of the US, or alternatively,
of the UK variables are restricted to be positive.

13We do not include regional factors, but only allow for cross-country heterogeneity via the factor
loadings. It is difficult to a priori define country groups over the long sample period. For instance, the
closer integration among euro area countries only refers to the latest part of the sample. In the early
part of the sample, integration of some of the euro area economies might have been stronger with the
UK, which in turn had close links to Australia and Canada via the British Empire. At the same time,
we expect regional factors to be a priori less relevant given that we consider 17 advanced economies with
rather similar characteristics.
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The observation equation for the multi-level model reads as follows:


Y gdp
t

Y fin1
t
...

Y finr
t

 =


ΛgdpMF
t 0 Λgdp

t 0 . . . 0

Λfin1MF
t Λfin1F

t 0 Λfin1
t . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

ΛfinrMF
t ΛfinrF

t 0 0 . . . Λfinr
t





fMF
t

fFt

f gdpt

f fin1
t
...

f finr
t


+


U gdp
t

U fin1
t
...

U finr
t

 , (6)

where Y gdp
t are the real GDP growth series and Y fin1

t , ..., Y finr
t are the r = 4 financial

series included in the model, over N countries, respectively. All time series depend on

the macro-financial factor fMF
t . Further, zero restrictions are imposed on the loadings

matrix such that only the financial series, but not GDP, respond to the financial factor

fFt , and such that the time series for each variable depend on their corresponding variable-

specific factor, f gdpt or f fin1
t , ..., f finr

t , but not on the other variable-specific factors. U gdp
t

and U fin1
t , ..., U finr

t are the idiosyncratic components of each variable over N countries,

respectively. The factors and idiosyncratic components evolve as autoregressive processes

with stochastic volatilities, as specified in equations (2) to (4), the loadings evolve as

random walks as specified in equation (5).

3.2 Priors

The priors for the variances corresponding to the law of motion of the loadings (σ2
ε1, ..., σ

2
εn),

as well as the priors for the stochastic volatilities of the factors and idiosyncratic compo-

nents (σ2
η1, ..., σ

2
ηK , σ

2
ηK+1, ..., σ

2
ηK+n) reflect the amount of variation over time in the pa-

rameters of the model. The variances are assumed to follow inverse gamma distributions

σ2
εi
∼ IG(νε, s

2
ε),

σ2
ηj
∼ IG(νη, s

2
η),

for i = 1, ..., n. and for j = 1, ..., K,K+1, ..., K+n. The scale hyperparameters s2 represent

beliefs regarding the amount of variation in the innovations, and the degrees of freedom

hyperparameters ν represent the strengths of these beliefs.

We choose the priors based on the belief that fluctuations over time in the loadings and

stochastic volatilities are limited to gradual, long-term changes. In this way we want the

parameters to capture structural and institutional changes affecting the degree of global

financial integration, as opposed to short-term global cyclical fluctuations, which are cap-

tured by the estimated factors. At the same time, we want to incorporate the belief that,

over the long period under consideration, sizable smooth changes in the susceptibility of
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individual time series to global shocks may well have occurred due to structural devel-

opments specific to that variable or country. We therefore choose the priors such that

variation in the loadings is favored somewhat over variation in the stochastic volatilities by

setting the scale parameter for the variance of the former to be somewhat larger compared

to the latter.14 In particular, we set s2
ε = 0.1 for the scale of the loadings and s2

η = 0.025

for the scales of all stochastic volatilities, and we set all the degrees of freedom parameters

to νε = νη = 134 = T .

For the autoregressive coefficients, we specify shrinkage priors which punish more dis-

tant lags. The prior for the AR-coefficients of the factor equation φ1, ..., φq is

φprior ∼ N(0q×1, Vφ),

where Vφ = τ1diag(1, 1
2
, ..., 1

q
) and τ1 = 0.2. The prior for the AR-coefficients of the

idiosyncratic components θi,1, ..., θi,p is

θprior ∼ N(0p×1, Vθ),

where Vθ = τ2diag(1, 1
2
, ..., 1

p
) and τ2 = 1.

3.3 Estimation

We estimate the model using the Gibbs sampler. We sequentially draw from four blocks

of standard conditional distributions to obtain an empirical approximation of the joint

distribution of parameters and state variables.

In the first block, we sample the time-varying factor loadings conditionally on the

factors, stochastic volatilities and time invariant parameters using Carter and Kohn’s al-

gorithm.15 In the second block, we sample the factors conditionally on the hierarchical

loadings matrix with zero restrictions, the stochastic volatilities and the time invariant

parameters as in Carter and Kohn (1994). We sample missing values within Carter and

Kohn’s algorithm. For the World War years, for which all series are taken as unobserved,

we skip the updating step in the Kalman filter. For other missing values, where only

some of the series are missing in a given year, we set the respective data point equal to

zero and attach a very high variance to it. In the third block, we sample the stochastic

volatilities conditionally on the other state variables and on the parameters, as in Kim

et al. (1998). In the fourth block, we estimate time invariant parameters via Maximum

Likelihood, conditionally on the factors, loadings and stochastic volatilities.16

14Del Negro and Otrok (2008) follow a similar approach in their analysis of global business cycle co-
movements between 1970 and 2005, in order to achieve smooth variation not only in the stochastic volatil-
ities, but also in the loadings.

15Prior to Gibbs sampling, we eliminate the idiosyncratic terms from the state vector, so that its di-
mension does not increase with n, via quasi-differencing equation (1), as in Quah and Sargent (1993) and
Del Negro and Otrok (2008).

16In order to estimate the autoregressive coefficients in equation (3) via Maximum Likelihood, we need
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We use principal component estimates as starting values for the factors and loadings.

We run the sampler for 20.000 draws. We discard the first 80% (16.000) as burn-in and we

save every eighth draw to limit autocorrelation of the draws, which yields 500 draws used

for inference. We check the convergence of the Gibbs sampler via visual inspection of the

draws for different parameters and state variables and by calculating the recursive means

and variances of the draws, which gave satisfactory results.17

4 Results

4.1 Global Factors

Figure 1 shows the medians from the posteriors of the seven factors measuring global cycles,

together with 68 percent credible sets. The global factors are estimated precisely, at least

for the period since 1900. There is significant global co-movement of a cyclical nature

jointly across variables, i.e. between GDP and financial variables (the macro-financial

factor) as well as between credit and various asset prices (the financial factor), throughout

the sample period. The global macro-financial factor predominantly captures the boom-

bust episodes of the early era of financial globalization and the Great Depression. The

global financial factor shows significant fluctuations over the whole sample and captures

important historical events like the Great Depression or the recent Global Financial Crisis.

Conditionally on these two aggregate factors, there is substantial variable-specific finan-

cial co-movement in credit, house prices and equity prices. Global co-movement in credit

is pronounced during the inter-war period. In addition, starting from the 1970s there are

long and ample parallel fluctuations in global credit and global house prices. The global

equity price factor shows short cycles and captures all important stock market booms and

busts since 1929. Only the long-term interest rate factor is insignificant and shows no

fluctuations during the post-war period, with loadings also being close to zero. As we show

in in section 4.3, the macro-financial and the financial factor capture most of the global

fluctuations in long-term interest rates. Finally, there is significant global GDP-specific

co-movement since the beginning of the 20th century above and beyond the fluctuations

captured by the macro-financial factor. The global GDP factor captures all major business

cycles at least since the inter-war period.

Overall, there is significant global co-movement at different levels of aggregation. The

aggregate factors have a smaller amplitude compared to the variable-specific factors. The

a series of error terms Ut without missing values. Therefore, we additionally sample the idiosyncratic
components conditional on the factors, the loadings, the stochastic volatilities and the time invariant
parameters using Carter and Kohn’s algorithm. For this purpose, we define a state space model with the
measurement equation yi,t = κi,t + ui,t, where κi,t = λtft is a time-varying constant, and ui,t is the state
variable.

17Figure A6 in the appendix shows the recursive means and recursive variances of the Gibbs sampler
draws for selected state variables.
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Figure 1: Global Factors
Notes: The macro-financial (financial) factor represents common dynamics across all (all financial) variables
and countries. The remaining factors represent common variable-specific dynamics across countries. Solid
lines show the posterior median, gray areas show the 68 percent credible sets. Data during the two World
Wars and the years thereafter (1914 to 1922, 1939 to 1947) are set to missing values and not used to update
the posterior, the factors are thus not plotted over these periods (indicated by dotted vertical lines).

factors have different cycle lengths and the cyclical properties of some of the factors change

over time. We analyse this in greater detail in section 4.2.

4.1.1 Factor Loadings

Figure 2 shows the loadings of the time series to the factors averaged over time (circle

markers), together with 68 percent credible sets (whiskers). The loadings provide an idea of

how individual time series relate to the estimated global shocks and thus allow to interpret

the factors better. With some exceptions that we mention below, most loadings do not

show large changes over time.18

The loadings to the macro-financial factor reflect that macroeconomic boom periods

are often associated with low interest rates: almost all GDP series are associated positively

and significantly with the macro-financial factor, whereas all long-term interest rates load

18Additional figures showing the evolution of factor loadings over time are shown in the appendix (see
also section 4.3 for a discussion.
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Figure 2: Loadings by variables and countries, average over total sample period.
Notes: Medians over 500 retained Gibbs draws (circle markers) and 68 percent credible sets (whiskers).
Loadings are averaged over time. GDP series do not load on the financial factor via the multi-level factor
structure.

markedly and significantly negatively. By contrast, the loadings of the other financial aggre-

gates are positive for some countries, but negative for others. They are only significant for

about half of the economies, indicating that there are no globally synchronized contempora-

neous co-movements between GDP and these series, but rather macro-financial linkages for

selected countries only. Nonetheless, additional spillovers between global macroeconomic

and financial factors might be present at time lags, something that we do not control for.

The financial factor captures global joint co-movement of the four financial variables.

Most credit series, all equity price series, and about half of the house price series load

significantly positively on that factor, whereas long-term interest rates in about half of

the countries load negatively. Hence, the volume of credit and housing and equity returns

tend to jointly move together, whereas interest rates tend to be low when credit and asset

prices are high. This role of the financial factor is particularly strong for equity prices and

increases substantially over time in most countries (Figure A10). For credit and house

prices, the loadings to the financial factor increase towards the end of the sample in about

half of the countries, including the US, UK and some Nordic European countries, reflecting

the boom-bust cycles in credit-financed real estate since the 1980s in these economies.
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Turning to the variable-specific factors, all credit series load significantly positively on

the credit factor, so that the credit factor in fact captures synchronized global co-movement.

Only some of the house price series load significantly positively on the global house price

factor, while there is no link for others over the total sample period. However, most

loadings to the house price factor increase and turn positive around the 1970s reflecting

a synchronization in global housing prices towards positive co-movement. At the end

of the sample period, the house price factor represents to a greater extent truly global

co-movement, with only the German and Japanese loadings remaining negative (Figure

A11).19 Next, more than half of the equity returns load significantly positively on the equity

price factor, with the US and UK loadings being largest. For some countries, however, the

loadings on the equity price factor are close to zero; most of the global dynamics in their

equity prices seem to be fully captured by the financial factor.20 Finally, almost all GDP

series load positively on the global GDP factor, so that this can be interpreted as a global

business cycle.

4.1.2 Global Factors and Historical Events

In how far do the estimated factors capture historical episodes of recessions and financial

fluctuations? We discuss this question for different sub-periods covered by our data, and

we compare the dynamics of global factors during the Great Depression following the 1929

stock market crash and the great Recession following the 2008 financial crisis.

Dynamics during the “early era of financial globalization” between 1880 and 1913 are

mostly reflected by fluctuations in the two aggregate factors. The macro-financial factor

shows a prolonged bust during the Depression 1882-85 and around the Panic of 1893 and

shorter and smaller busts during the Panics of 1901 and 1907. The financial factor shows a

boom starting in the mid-1880s after the Depression of the early 1880s, followed by a bust

in 1893, as well as boom-busts around the 1907 and 1910/11 panics. The variable-specific

global factors are mostly insignificant during the early era, although the credit, house price

and GDP factors show marginally significant declines around 1893, and the equity price

factor shows significant short-lived fluctuations around 1907 and 1911.

Figure 3 shows the estimated factors again for the periods around the Great Depression

(t=0 at 1930, dashed lined) and the Great Recession (t=0 at 2008, solid lines). The two

episodes appear overall not too different in terms of the fluctuations in the global factors,

which underlines the recurrent nature of global financial boom-bust episodes and associated

19The result for Germany is in line with the result of European Central Bank (2018) that cycles in credit
and house prices in Germany differ from those in other European countries.

20We also run Granger causality tests for the different factors (results are available upon request), and
find that the equity price factor Granger causes the financial factor, but not vice versa. Hence, the fact
that we observe large positive loadings of US and UK equity prices on the equity price factor, while for
other economies, equity price dynamics are rather captured by the financial factor, might reflect that the
US and UK stock markets lead the dynamics of other stock markets.
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recessions over the historical time period. In particular, the fluctuations in global credit

are very similar across the two episodes. Also the global financial factor behaves quite

similarly, but it displays a more prolonged slump during the Great Depression, opposed

to a double-dip during the Great Recession associated with the euro area sovereign debt

crisis. Greater differences occur for global asset prices. The slump in equity prices is more

persistent during the Great Depression reflecting the persistent effects of the 1929 stock

market crash. Housing prices did not contract during the Great Depression on a global

scale, but there is a global housing slump around the Great Recession reflecting that the

global financial crisis originated in the real-estate sector. Global GDP initially behaves

very similarly during the two episodes. However, despite the stronger fluctuations of asset

prices, the busts in the global macro-financial cycle and in global GDP are less pronounced

and more short-lived in the Great Recession compared to the Great Depression. This result

reflects the larger and more protracted downturn during the Great Depression caused by

tight monetary policy due to the gold standard, while the aggressive use of monetary

and fiscal policy measures, together with the prevailing flexible exchange rate frameworks,

alleviated the drop in global GDP in the recent episode compared to the Great Depression

(see, e.g., Almunia et al., 2010).
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Figure 3: Great Depression vs. Great Recession, Estimated Global Factors.

Turning to the post-war period, we observe rather short-lived fluctuations in most fi-

nancial factors during the 1950s and a recession in the global GDP cycle (”Eisenhower Re-

cession” 1958). The Bretton-Woods era characterized by global capital controls is reflected

in the fact that the global credit and house price factors, as well as the macro-financial
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factor, stay mostly flat during the 1960s until the beginning of the 1970s; global GDP also

shows relatively small fluctuations during that period. The global equity price cycle shows

a very strong drop during the stock market crash of 1973-74 which is also associated with

a prolonged bust in the aggregate financial cycle during the 1970s and a recession in global

GDP.

For the period since the 1980s, we observe lengthy and ample boom-bust episodes which

are most pronounced for the credit and the house price factor. After a trough during the

early 1980s recession, captured by the global GDP factor, the credit and the housing factor

and to a smaller extent the global financial factor reflect the housing boom in the 1980s in

the US, the UK, Australia, Japan and the Nordic countries. The demand for commercial

estate grew during that period, driven by structural change towards personal and financial

services that was fueled by financial liberalization policies (Ball, 1994). The resulting bust

during the 1990s, the housing boom that preceded the global financial crisis, as well as the

subsequent bust are clearly captured by the credit and the housing factors, and to a lesser

extent by the financial factor. Recalling that since the 1980s the loadings of the credit and

housing factor are strongly positive for all countries, these large parallel housing and credit

cycles reflect truly global developments that are much different from dynamics observed for

the previous 100 years. The global equity price factor reflects the stock market turbulences

around the end of the 1980s and beginning of the 1990s, the burst of the dot-com bubble

and the dynamics around the 2008 global financial crisis. The GDP factor captures all the

major cycles since the 1980s including the early 1980s recession, the early 1990s recession,

and the 2001 and the 2008-2009 recessions.

Overall, the estimated global factors trace historic events well. During some periods,

major events are captured predominantly by global joint fluctuations across variables, but

during others variable-specific co-movement is important as well. The pronounced global

credit and house price cycles since the 1980s stand out in this respect. Hence, for policy

makers it is important to monitor both, global movements in composite indices as well as

in individual financial sectors.

4.2 Cyclical Properties of Global Factors

The global factors presented above appear to exhibit different amplitudes and fluctuations

of different and potentially time-varying lengths. In order to assess the cyclical properties of

the factors in greater detail we use two approaches: we identify cycle lengths and amplitudes

via the Bry-Boschan cycle dating algorithm as in Harding and Pagan (2002), and we

consider the estimated factors within the frequency domain via spectral density analysis

(see Verona (2016) and Strohsal et al. (2019) for related analyses for domestic financial

cycles). We do this for the total sample period as well as for various sub-samples: the early

era 1880-1913, the early era and the inter-war period 1880-1938 (excluding the years 1914
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to 1923), the post-war period until the end of Bretton-Woods 1948-1972, and two recent

sub-samples, starting in 1973 until 2013 (“post-Bretton-Woods”) and starting in 1984 until

2013 (“Great Moderation + Global Financial Crisis”).

Table 4 shows the results from the Bry-Boschan dating algorithm. After identifying

peaks and the number of cycles, i.e. periods between subsequent peaks, we show the

average cycle length for each factor as well as the maximum and average amplitude in

terms of the distance between the maximum peak and lowest trough and the average peak

and trough, respectively.21

Table 4: Cycle length and amplitude, Bry-Boschan algorithm

Total
sample:
1880-2013

Early era:
1880-1913

Early era+
inter-war:
1880-1913,
1923-38

post-war
/Bretton-
Woods:
1948-1972

post-
Bretton-
Woods:
1973-2013

Great
Mode-
ration/FC:
1984-2013

Average cycle length (years)
Macro-financial factor 4 4 4 5 5 4
Financial factor 5 4 4 6 5 5
Credit factor 10 9 10 8 10 15
House price factor 7 4 5 6 14 15
Equity price factor 4 3 4 4 4 4
LT interest rate factor 4 4 5 4 5 4
GDP factor 7 11 13 4 7 10

Average Amplitude (mean peak to mean trough of cumulated factors)
Macro-financial 1 1 1 1 0 0
Financial 2 1 1 2 3 3
Credit 4 2 4 3 7 11
House prices 3 1 1 2 10 10
Equity prices 1 1 1 2 2 1
Interest rates 1 1 1 1 0 0
GDP 3 2 5 1 4 5

Maximum Amplitude (max. peak to min. trough of cumulated factors)
Macro-financial factor 4 2 4 3 2 1
Financial factor 6 3 5 3 6 5
Credit factor 12 4 8 6 12 12
House price factor 11 4 4 5 11 10
Equity price factor 7 2 3 4 6 4
LT interest rate factor 4 2 4 2 1 1
GDP factor 14 3 14 5 7 7

Notes: Peak and troughs identified based on cumulated estimated factors (i.e. global cycles in log levels). Peak in yt at
time t when yt > yt−1 and yt > yt+1. Average cycle length refers to average time from peak to peak. Sub-sample “early
era+inter-war” excludes WWI.

Over the total sample period, the credit factor shows the highest cycle length with 10

years. The house price factor and the GDP factor show a standard business cycle length

of 7 years, respectively. The other factors all have a shorter length of 4 to 5 years. The

21To apply the Bry-Boschan algorithm, we need the series to be in log-levels and we thus cumulate the
estimated factors over time. The algorithm identifies a peak in yt at time t when yt > yt−1 and yt > yt+1.
Results remain qualitatively similar when peaks are identified relative to two lags and leads, but the lengths
of the GDP factor and of the aggregated factors increase somewhat.
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amplitudes of GDP, the credit and house price factors are higher compared to the other

variables. When looking at the maximum amplitude, the GDP factor shows the largest

amplitude driven by the very large swing during the Great Depression. The credit and the

house price factors has just a slightly smaller amplitude during the credit and house price

cycle of the 1980s.

There is substantial variation over time for some of the factors. Cycles were particularly

short and of low amplitude in the Bretton-Woods period reflecting the fact that capital

controls limited financial fluctuations during this period. The cycle length and amplitude

of the credit and house price factors increased substantially after the end of the Bretton-

Woods era, with the longest and most pronounced cycles of 15 years length occurring in the

most recent subsample starting in 1984. This reflects the pronounced parallel boom-bust

cycles in credit and housing since the 1980s described above. The GDP factor exhibits

long cycles of about 12 years before WW2 reflecting in particular the long cycle during

the Great Depression. Fluctuations after WW2 start with short-lived cycles, but since

the 1970s the global business cycle length has increased substantially up to 10 years. By

contrast, for equity prices and long-term interest rate there is little change in the cyclical

properties over time.

Figure 4 shows the spectral densities of the estimated factors for cycle lengths between

2 and 32 years over the total sample period (black solid lines) and over sub-samples. They

provide a more complete picture of the presence of cycles of different frequencies in the

factors, as all cycle lengths relevant for a factor can be detected instead of only considering

average lengths. Peaks in the spectral densities indicate recurrent cyclical fluctuations of

the respective length. The results reveal that the aggregate macro-financial and financial

factors span a rather wide range of the frequency spectrum, whereas the variable-specific

factors cover only specific parts of the frequency range. In particular, the spectral density

of the financial factor shows peaks both at cycle lengths of above 8 to 16 years as well

as at lengths of 3 to 6 years. By contrast, the equity price factor and long-term interest

rate factor show fluctuations predominantly at short cycle lengths of 3 to 5 years, whereas

the credit and house price factor cover spectra corresponding to cycles of above 8 up to

20 years. Finally, the global GDP cycle shows a large share of fluctuations at frequencies

corresponding to 4 to 6 years and between 8 and 20 years.

Overall, the results of the spectral density analysis go in the same direction as the ones

of the algorithm-based analysis. In the early part of our sample both the aggregate financial

cycle and the variable-specific cycles show somewhat less regular cycles with cycle lengths

and amplitudes similar or even smaller compared to the global business cycle. However,

financial cycles became more prolonged and ample since the 1970s. This holds in particular

for global credit and house prices. We find that these variable-specific cycles show a longer

length and higher amplitude compared to the aggregate factors since the 1970s. Thus,

controlling for variable-specific cycles is important to capture substantial global financial
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Figure 4: Spectral densities of estimated factors.
Notes: The x-axis measures the length of cycles from 2 years to 32 years. Spectral densities are based
on detrended, differenced series and are computed over the total period (black solid lines) and over the
sub-samples 1880-1913 (early era, blue dotted lines), 1948-1972 (post-War/Bretton-Woods, red line with
diamond markers) and 1973-2013 (post-Bretton-Woods, green line with triangular markers). Spectral
densities over the inter-war period are not reported, as some of the densities are very large at medium
frequencies and likely to be biased through the exclusion of World Wars.

fluctuations at different frequencies. Our findings confirm the results from earlier papers

that cover recent sample periods and that observe a financial cycle length of 15 to 20 years,

where the (domestic) financial cycle is defined in terms of credit and house prices (see, e.g.,

Claessens et al., 2012; Borio, 2014; Rünstler and Vlekke, 2018; Lang and Welz, 2018). Our

finding of time-variation in the cyclical dynamics of global financial co-movement is in line

with Filardo et al. (2018), who, based on a long sample period, find that the US credit

cycle became more protracted during the post-War period.

4.3 Importance of Global Co-Movement

Having provided a detailed picture of the characteristics of historical global financial cycles,

we now turn to the question of how relevant these common shocks are for explaining

fluctuations in the individual time series relative to idiosyncratic fluctuations. For this

purpose, we compute the shares of variance in each time series explained by the global
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factors for each period of time, which gives us a large panel of results on explained variances.

In order to summarize the results, we present variance decompositions for each variable,

averaged over the total sample period as well as over five sub-samples. Table 5 distinguishes

explained variance shares by factor types and shows credibility sets, summarizing the results

across countries. In addition, Figure 5 shows the shares of explained variance for selected

countries and for country groups: the UK, the US, Continental Europe, Nordic Europe

(Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland) and Others (Australia, Canada, Japan).22

Table 5: Variance explained by factors, averaged over countries.

Credit House prices Equity prices LT rates GDP

Full sample
Macro-fin factor 4 (1;11) 6 (2;14) 2 (0;9) 20 (12;32) 7 (2;16)
Financial factor 5 (1;13) 5 (1;12) 24 (13;36) 3 (1;8) -
Var-specific factor 12 (4;25) 7 (2;16) 11 (6;18) 3 (1;9) 18 (10;29)
Total 21 (7;48) 17 (5;42) 37 (20;63) 26 (13;49) 25 (12;46)

Sub-samples
1880-1913
Macro-fin factor 7 (3;16) 8 (3;18) 3 (0;12) 21 (12;33) 9 (3;19)
Financial factor 6 (1;15) 4 (1;13) 15 (5;29) 5 (1;12) -
Var-specific factor 8 (1;22) 6 (1;16) 5 (1;13) 3 (1;9) 6 (1;17)
Total 21 (5;53) 18 (5;47) 23 (7;53) 29 (14;54) 15 (4;36)
1923-1938
Macro-fin factor 5 (2;12) 7 (3;14) 2 (0;8) 22 (13;32) 8 (3;17)
Financial factor 5 (1;12) 4 (1;12) 22 (11;33) 5 (2;11) -
Var-specific factor 11 (3;24) 6 (1;15) 10 (5;18) 4 (1;10) 17 (10;25)
Total 21 (7;47) 16 (5;40) 34 (17;59) 31 (16;53) 25 (14;42)
1948-1983
Macro-fin factor 3 (1;8) 6 (2;12) 2 (0;7) 21 (12;31) 6 (2;14)
Financial factor 5 (1;12) 4 (1;11) 27 (17;38) 2 (0;5) -
Var-specific factor 13 (5;25) 7 (2;15) 14 (9;20) 3 (0;9) 22 (12;34)
Total 21 (7;45) 17 (5;38) 42 (25;65) 25 (12;46) 28 (13;48)
1984-1999
Macro-fin factor 2 (0;7) 4 (1;11) 2 (0;7) 18 (9;31) 5 (1;14)
Financial factor 5 (2;11) 5 (2;12) 32 (21;43) 1 (0;3) -
Var-specific factor 15 (7;26) 8 (3;17) 15 (10;23) 2 (0;7) 28 (16;41)
Total 22 (9;44) 18 (6;40) 49 (31;73) 21 (9;41) 33 (17;55)
2000-2013
Macro-fin factor 2 (0;8) 4 (1;12) 2 (0;7) 18 (8;31) 5 (1;15)
Financial factor 5 (1;11) 6 (2;13) 34 (23;46) 1 (0;3) -
Var-specific factor 16 (7;28) 9 (3;20) 16 (10;25) 2 (0;8) 31 (18;45)
Total 22 (8;47) 19 (6;44) 52 (33;78) 20 (8;42) 36 (19;60)

Notes: Shares of fluctuations explained by factors, in percent. Averaged over 17 countries and over the total sample period
(or over sub-samples). Medians over 500 retained Gibbs draws, 68% credible sets in brackets.

In the upper part of Table 5 results averaged over the full sample period are shown.

Global co-movement explains considerably large, albeit not predominant shares of fluctu-

ations in financial aggregates and GDP over the long sample period. The share of fluctua-

tions explained by global co-movement is largest for equity prices (about 40 percent) and

22Figure A7 in the appendix shows more detailed results for each country.
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Figure 5: Total variance explained by global factors, by countries and country groups.
Notes: Share of fluctuations explained by global factors (macro-financial factor, financial factor and re-
spective variable-specific factor), in percent. Medians over 500 retained Gibbs draws. White bars show
the explained variance shares averaged over the total sample period, black bars show averages over the
sub-samples 1881-1913, 1923-1938, 1948-1983, 1984 to 2013 (from left to right). All countries: average
over 17 countries (14 countries for house prices). Nordic Europe: Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden.
Continental Europe: Belgium, France, Germany, Switzerland, as well as (except for house prices) Italy,
Portugal and Spain. Others: Australia, Canada, Japan.

smallest for credit and house prices (about 20 percent); about 25 percent of fluctuations in

long-term interest rates and GDP, respectively, are explained by global factors. The global

dynamics in credit and in GDP, are dominated by the respective variable-specific factors.

For equity prices, the financial factor plays the most important role, followed by the equity

price factor. For house prices, all three types of factors are equally important, whereas

global dynamics in long-term interest rate are dominated by the macro-financial factor.

In how far did the role of global factors change over time? The lower panel of Table 5

shows that most variation occurred for equity prices: the importance of global co-movement

strongly and steadily increased over time. In the most recent period, more than 50 percent

of equity price fluctuations are explained by global factors. This reflects strongly increasing

roles both of the aggregate financial factor and the equity price factor, explaining 34 percent

and 16 percent of equity price fluctuations in the recent period, respectively. Strikingly,
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Figure 5 additionally shows that global factors became more important for equity prices in

all countries and country groups in our sample. In some countries, such as the UK, more

than 60 percent of equity price fluctuations are due to global factors in the most recent

sub-sample.

For the other financial aggregates, the role of global factors remains rather stable over

time—at least on average across countries. For credit, the role of the global credit factor

increased while the variance shares explained by the aggregate factors declined, leading to

almost no change in sum. For house prices, a weak “swoosh” shape is observed, with the

macro-financial factor becoming less important over time, but the financial factor and the

house price factor becoming more important over the two recent sub-samples. For long-

term interest rates, we observe a slight decrease in the role of global factors that is also

observed for most countries. However, for credit and house prices, the aggregate results

mask important heterogeneity across countries regarding the time variation in the role of

global co-movement. In the US, UK and the Nordic countries global co-movement becomes

more important for credit and house prices over time. This is driven both by the financial

factor and the respective variable-specific factor. By contrast, in Continental Europe and

in the remaining economies, particularly Japan, the role of global factors stays stable or

even declines over time.23

Finally, for GDP, we see a strong increase in the role of global co-movement over time.

In the most recent sub-sample, 36 percent of GDP fluctuations are due to global dynamics.

The role of GDP-specific global co-movement increased fivefold by the end of the sample

period compared to the early era of financial globalization. Back then, the role of the

macro-financial factor was more dominant, but only 15 percent of fluctuations in total

were due to global dynamics. The increase over time occurred for most countries in the

sample, although for the United States and Canada, global dynamics in GDP were most

dominant during the inter-war period and remained at stable, lower levels thereafter.

Behind the time-variation in explained variance shares lie the parameters of the model,

i.e. the time-varying loadings and the stochastic volatilities which we report in Figures A8

to A12 in the appendix. According to our model, the role of global dynamics increased for

equity prices in all countries because, on the one hand, the size of global equity price shocks

increased marginally significantly and, on the other hand, the susceptibility of most equity

price series to global equity price shocks and global financial shocks rose. Also for GDP,

both the size of global GDP shocks and the susceptibility of most countries to these shocks

increased over time. For credit and house prices, differences in the time-varying factor

loadings drive the cross-country heterogeneity that we observe in the explained variance

shares: the loadings to the respective variable-specific factor and to the financial factor

increase over time only for some economies (mainly US, UK and some Northern European

23This finding remains robust when we include house price series for Italy, Spain and Portugal into the
estimation. Results for this specification are available upon request.
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countries), but stay rather constant or even decrease in others. Finally, according to the

model, the decline in the importance of the macro-financial factor for most series stems

from a strong decline in the size of macro-financial shocks. This reflects that the macro-

financial factor mainly captures the high volatility period during the early era of financial

globalization and the Great Depression.24

Overall, we observe that equity prices are strongly and increasingly driven by global

co-movement in all 17 economies in our sample. Small institutional differences across

countries, a high degree of liquidity and fast-moving information on stock markets might

make equity return dynamics a truly global phenomenon. On the other hand, regarding

credit aggregates and house prices, a country’s susceptibility to global forces might de-

pend to a larger degree on institutional characteristics and the interconnectedness of the

domestic banking sector. The observed country differences suggest that financial aggre-

gates in more financially open economies are more reactive to global developments.25,26 In

addition, global linkages across financial aggregates, i.e. linkages between credit, housing

and equity markets, seem to have gained relevance for more financially open economies in

particular, as indicated by increased loadings to the financial factor. This might imply an

increased presence of “leveraged bubbles” across financial sectors on a cross-country scale

potentially related to financial deregulation (Jordà et al., 2015b; Iacoviello, 2015; Bengui

and Phan, 2018). Accordingly, understanding cross-country heterogeneity can be essential

when thinking about the coordination of financial stabilization policies across countries

and sectors.

4.4 Sensitivity analysis

In this section, we discuss a number of sensitivity checks to alternative specifications of

our model. In particular, we focus on specifications with alternative factor structures and

on alternative prior choices regarding the time variation in the parameters.27

24The decline in volatility in the factor with the highest level of aggregation might also reflect changes
in the quality of the data. The decline is most steep after World War II, but slows down towards the end
of the sample period.

25These important cross-country differences were concealed in earlier studies that relied on averaged
bilateral cross-country correlations rather than using a dynamic factor model.

26La Porta et al. (1997) show that the US and the UK are financially highly open economies and
Honkapohja (2009) and Jonung (2009) document a large wave of financial deregulation in Northern Euro-
pean countries starting in the 1980s.

27We also conducted additional sensitivity analyses, for which results remained robust and are available
upon request. For instance, we experimented with alternative models, where we left out one of the variables
at a time (e.g. long-term interest rates, GDP) or, alternatively, added CPI as additional variable. We also
ran the model from 1950 onwards, thus excluding the early era of globalization, the Great Depression and
the World Wars altogether. The results look very similar compared to using the whole sample, although
a specification without the macro-financial factor makes more sense and yields similar results, given that
the macro-financial factor hardly shows any fluctuations after 1950. Hence, the decline in volatility in the
factor with the highest level of aggregation might indeed reflect changes in the quality of the data before
and after WWII as conjectured above.
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4.4.1 Alternative Factor Structures

We experiment with alternative factor structures, starting with smaller and simpler models

and moving to more complex models, in order to check the sensitivity of our results to the

choice of the factor structure, and to evaluate in how far there is a gain from choosing a

multi-level factor structure with three levels. We begin with a simple one-level model which

allows for a single global financial factor, but no asset-specific factors. Next, we estimate

a one-level model with asset-specific financial factors (and, optionally, a GDP factor), but

no global financial factor. Then, we move to a two-level model with financial variables

that has both a global financial factor and asset-specific factors, but does not include a

macro-financial factor. Finally, we experiment with three-level models that additionally

include bilateral global factors measuring linkages between two variables at a time, such as

a credit-house price factor and a credit-GDP factor. Selected results are shown in Figures

A13 and A14 in the appendix.

The one-level model with variable-specific cycles provides a credit and house price

factor that is robust to the baseline. However, the equity price factor does not capture

short cycles as in the baseline, but rather medium frequency cycles that are covered by the

financial factor in the baseline. Thus, the multi-level structure helps capturing cycles of

different frequencies across the different financial variables. In the two-level model, factors

look very similar to the baseline. Furthermore, we find that the shares of fluctuations

explained by the factors are larger in the baseline compared to one-level models with one

aggregate financial factor or with asset-specific factors only, and also somewhat larger

compared to two-level models particularly for house prices. The finding that the role of

global cycles increased over the historical time span for equity prices is robust across the

different specifications, but the increase is somewhat less pronounced in the one-level model.

As in the baseline, for the smaller models, with find less variation over time for the other

financial aggregates compared to equity prices. Models that additionally include bilateral

factors exhibit time-varying explained variance shares that are similar to the baseline; when

adding a credit-house price factor, this factor is significant, but the credit factor and the

house price factor turn insignificant.

4.4.2 Sensitivity to Prior Choice

The prior choice regarding the amount of variation in the time-varying parameters can

be relevant for the changes over time that we observe. In the baseline, we allow for two

types of variation over time: in loadings and in stochastic volatilities. Here, we experiment

with shutting down each type of time-variation at a time, or jointly (i.e. imposing fixed

parameters). Selected results are shown in Figures A15 and A16 in the appendix.

The global factors stay mostly robust across prior choices. One notable exception is the

house price factor, where models without variation in stochastic volatility—given that they
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restrict the size of global house price shocks to stay constant—fail to produce the long,

pronounced cycles observed in the baseline since the 1970s. In the fixed parameter model,

the house price factor even remains insignificant and close to zero throughout. Also for the

GDP factor, the size of many recessions is smaller when restricting stochastic volatilities

to be constant. The shares of fluctuations in the data on average across countries remain

roughly similar across prior choices, although less changes over time are observed when we

shut down one type of time variation, and obviously no changes over time are observed

when we shut down both. The result that the role of global cycles increases over time for

equity prices, but not for the other financial aggregates, prevails when shutting down one

type of time variation. Not surprisingly, however, for the model with fixed loadings, we do

not observe differences across country groups regarding the role of global factors for credit

and house prices as we did in the baseline. Regarding the different types of global factors,

the role of the macro-financial factor remains rather constant at a high level when we do

not allow for changes in stochastic volatility.

We also experiment with a wider range of priors, where we allow for different degrees

of parameter variation compared to the baseline. Results stay robust when decreasing or

increasing the amount of variation in both loadings and stochastic volatilities somewhat.

However, allowing for stronger variations in stochastic volatility only, goes at the expense

of receiving less time-variant loadings. For prior choices that are substantially more diffuse

or allow for considerably larger fluctuations of the parameters, the model has difficulties

to distinguish the variation in the loading parameters from the fluctuations in the factors.

5 Conclusion

We have analyzed cyclical co-movement in credit, house prices, equity prices and long-term

interest rates across 17 advanced economies based on a multi-level, time-varying parameter

dynamic factor model, to which we have brought more than 130 years of data. We provide

two main takeaways. First, we find that one financial cycle is not sufficient to explain

global co-movement. In fact, both an aggregate financial cycle across financial sectors as

well as variable-specific cycles are important to explain global fluctuations. Second, global

co-movement explains a significant, but not a predominant share of dynamics of financial

aggregates on average across countries. For equity prices the picture is special: global

cycles explain more than half of the fluctuations and their role continuously increased over

the historical time span that we consider. For the other financial aggregates, the role of

global cycles is overall lower and not so new from a historical perspective. In case of credit

and house prices this masks pronounced differences across countries: the role of global

dynamics increased in the US, the UK and in Nordic economies, but remained constant or

declined in most continental European countries and Japan.

Our results bare important policy implications. Policy makers should carefully monitor
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both composite indices and individual financial sectors, in order to detect potential insta-

bilities or materializing global crisis risk. The role of global forces is most pronounced for

equity markets, but it can amplify in times when global equity price booms coincide with

global credit and house price booms, possibly enhanced by financial deregulation. When

such dynamics in asset prices and credit occur simultaneously, leverage and therefore risks

to financial stability might increase substantially. At the same time, the complex behavior

of global financial cycles, with co-movement occurring potentially across different aggre-

gates, at different frequencies and evolving over time, might make it difficult for policy

makers to steer cycles directly by (unilateral) policy interventions. Coordinated measures

that are independent of the cycle are thus important, such as improvements in the overall

transparency and international supervision of global financial linkages, as well as the es-

tablishment of safety nets that enhance financial stability. Country characteristics, such

as the degree of financial openness, can determine the relevance of financial stabilization

policies and the need for coordination of policies across countries and sectors.

The historical perspective combined with a flexible factor model provide a compre-

hensive picture regarding the extent of different types of global co-movement of financial

variables and GDP and changes over time. The analysis also opens avenues for future

research. The output from the dynamic factor model, i.e. the estimated factors and the

time-varying variance decompositions, can be used in a next step to investigate the his-

torical role of country-characteristics for the susceptibility to global financial dynamics,

and to look at the drivers of global cyclical fluctuations such as monetary policy or risk

perceptions in center economies. Also an explicit modeling of the role of cross-country cap-

ital flows for global co-movement in financial variables deserves attention from a historical

perspective. Addressing such questions requires overcoming various challenges related to

data availability and identification in a historical context with annual data and potential

instability over time, which we leave to future research.
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Figure A1: Log real GDP growth.
Notes: Log differenced time series. Growth rates were detrended via a centered moving average of ± 8
years and then standardized. Dotted parts show years around World Wars (1914 to 1922, 1939 to 1947)
that were not used in the estimation.
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Figure A2: Log real credit growth.
Notes: Log differenced time series. Growth rates were detrended via a centered moving average of ± 8
years and then standardized. Dotted parts show years around World Wars (1914 to 1922, 1939 to 1947)
that were not used in the estimation. Empty parts indicate missing values.
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Figure A3: Log real house price growth growth.
Notes: Growth rates were detrended via a centered moving average of ± 8 years and then standardized.
Dotted parts show data not used in the estimation: house prices for Spain, Italy and Portugal are not
included due to the short available time series. Also see notes of Figure A2.
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Figure A4: Log real equity returns.
Notes: Growth rates were detrended via a centered moving average of ± 8 years and then standardized.
Also see notes of Fig.A2.
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Figure A5: Differenced real long term interest rates.
Notes: Differenced time series were detrended via a centered moving average of ± 8 years and then
standardized. Also see notes of Fig.A2.
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Figure A6: Recursive means and variances of Gibbs sampler draws, selected state variables.
Notes: Dotted lines show recursive means and solid lines show recursive variances of draws, calculated after
every 400th draw (i.e. every 8th draw is retained and every 50th time recursive moments are calculated),
for the respective state variables at t=2010.
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Figure A7: Total variance explained by global factors, by countries and factor type.
Notes: Share of fluctuations explained by global factors (macro-financial factor in dark gray, financial factor in light gray, and respective variable-specific factor
in black), in percent. Medians over 500 retained Gibbs draws. Bars at the very left show the explained variance shares averaged over the total sample period,
remaining bars show averages over the sub-samples 1881-1913, 1923-1938, 1948-1983, 1984 to 2013 (from second left to right). All countries: average over 17
countries (14 countries for house prices).
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Figure A8: Stochastic volatilities of global factors.
Notes: Solid lines show the posterior median, dashed lines show the 68 percent credible sets.
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Figure A9: Factor loadings on macro-financial factor.
Notes: Estimated with the hierarchical TVP DFM. Credibility sets not presented for readability.
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Figure A10: Factor loadings on financial factor.
Notes: Estimated with the hierarchical TVP DFM. Credibility sets not presented for readability.
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Figure A11: Factor loadings on variable-specific factors.
Notes: Estimated with the hierarchical TVP DFM. Credibility sets not presented for readability.
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Figure A12: Idiosyncratic stochastic volatilities.
Notes: Estimated with the hierarchical TVP DFM. Credibility sets not presented for readability.
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Figure A13: Global factors, sensitivity to alternative factor structures.
Notes: Common factors, medians over 500 retained Gibb draws. Baseline: Baseline, 3-level model with
macro-financial factor, financial factor and variable-specific factors. Alt1: 2-level model with financial
factor and variable-specific factors. Alt2: 1-level model with variable-specific factors.
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Figure A14: Explained variance shares, sensitivity to alternative factor structures.
Notes: Shares of variances explained by common factors, averaged over time and countries, medians over
500 retained Gibb draws. Bsl: Baseline, 3-level model with macro-financial factor (dark gray), financial
factor (light gray) and variable-specific factors (black). Alt1: 2-level model with financial factor (light
gray) and variable-specific factors (black). Alt2: Model with variable-specific factors. Alt3: Model with
3 common factors, no factor structure imposed (all variables load on all factors). Alt4: Model with 1
financial factor (all financial variables load).
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Figure A15: Global factors, sensitivity to alternative prior choices.
Notes: Common factors, medians over 500 retained Gibb draws. Baseline: Model with time-variation
in loadings and stochastic volatilities. Alt1: Time-variation in loadings only. Alt2: Time-variation in
stochastic volatilities only. Alt3: No time-variation (fixed parameters).
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Figure A16: Explained variance shares, sensitivity to alternative factor structures.
Notes: Shares of variances explained by common factors, averaged over countries, medians over 500 retained
Gibb draws. Total sample period (left bar) and sub-samples: 1880-1913 (2nd left bar), 1923-1938, 1948-
1983, 1984-1998, 1999-2013 (right bar). Baseline: Model with time-variation in loadings and stochastic
volatilities. Alt1: Time-variation in loadings only. Alt2: Time-variation in stochastic volatilities only.
Alt3: No time-variation (fixed parameters).
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